Arizona Adventists Create Thousands of “Bags of Love” for Children and More News Shorts
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Arizona Adventist Church Members Create Thousands of "Bags of Love." Arizonan Janice Krein and a group of women at the Apache Junction Seventh-day Adventist Church meet every Monday to make "bags of love" for children they will never see and never be able to meet. The women make bags filled with a homemade blanket, stuffed animals, personal items and a signed note from every single volunteer. So far they have made and packaged more than 2,000 love bags. "It's a need that just breaks your heart when you realize just what these children are having to go through," said Leona Kuhn, a volunteer at the church. The kids are in situations that are so unsafe they are often abruptly taken from their homes. They are often abused and neglected so that the Arizona Department of Child Safety steps in. "They don't have time to pack a bag," said Rayetta Sanchez with DCS. From ABC15 Arizona, “Apache Junction group making "bags of love" for children they'll never meet.”